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AN ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR QUANTIFYING THE ELECTRICAL
SPACE HEATING COMPONENT OF A COLD LOAD PICK UP

Walter W. Lang
Square D Company

Member IEEE

ABST;RACT

After an extendfed cold weathler outage on
a distribution circuit sumnplying a hiigl
satulration o- electrical sn-ace heating, large
transient overcurrents persist for several
lhours because of the uindiversified1 heating
load . In this Taner, the electrical snace
heating comnonent of en(during denand is
chlaracterized b a smoothl curve. Expressions
are derived for tlhe parameters of the cutrve
in terns of the outage condtitions and a
statistical descrintion of tle residences. A
metlhod is suiggested for using this
chlaracterization to deternine the effects of
a cold load picl- un on the distribution
circulit components.

ITNTRODUCTI O1

Electrical distribuition comp)onents such
as c.ables, transforners and. fuses are rated
accordina to their capacity to transmit
nower. for feeder circuits serving
nredominantlv residential load3s, selection of
such eouinment is oftein based on the peak
(liversified load. Tf nower is not available
to the residential ar,nliances whiclh are
au.ttomatically controlle, theeir task;s
acctumulate. As a result, when powver is
restored, many of the appliances wvill be
energize(d simultaneously; thlus loss of
dliversitv occurs and the (lemand may rise
above component ratings. The accompanying
excess currents flowing throuigh the
(listribution equimment can cause overheating
and large voltage drops.

Restoring power to a circulit after an
ou.tage, an ol(d nroblen, is commonly called a
col(d load TickA um (CLPIT). In 1949, Audlin et
al. (3) delineated four time nhlases of a
residential circuit C.JLPI1. The first thlree
nhiases, lasting aboult 15 seconds, are
characterized1 by inrush cu.rrents. In the
fourth phase, excess cuirrents are attribiuted
to an undiversi Fied anpliance load which
persists for several hours.

Regarding thle fi rst thiree ph-ases, the
problem is to design the circuit to allow
CL PIJ inrushl currents wvitlhout sacrificing
coordination an( fault current nrotection.
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Soluitions include the use of relays with
'extremely' inverse characteristics (3),
proner relay settings (5, 6) and proper fuse
selection (7, 8). Often the circuit must be
restored one section at a tine (9).

Recently, fourth phase CLPU problems
have occured after cold weather outages on
feeders serving a high saturation of
electrical space heating (10). These
circumstances have received some attention.
Bruning (14) describes the effect on fuse
coordination and cTesign. McDonald et al. (4)
present curves for quantifying the electrical
space lheating component (FSHC) of fourth
plhase load. Butts (10) corpiles most of the
available cold weather CLPU information
together with case histories. iTe also
described a simulated CLPUJ on some Illinois
Power Companzy feeders in which the McDonald
curves were used to determine the fourth
phase load.

The MIcDonald curves quantify the ESHIC as
a function of only two variables--outside
temperature and outage duration. No
distinction is made as to types of
construction and heating systems that night
be peculiar to a particular locality. On the
other hand, detailed simulations that account
for many variables require large data bases
and considerable computer effort. The
contribution described in this paper is a
characterization of the ESHC in terms of a
statistical profile of the residences as well
as the outage conditions. However, unlike
the computer simulations, functional
dlepenclence on the variables is defined by
simple analytical expressions.

SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS

A utility would want to quantify the
excess currents of a CLINT for such purposes
as sizing distribution equipment, predicting
potential restoration problems, evaluating
restoration strategies, or assessing
insulation loss of life. The concern is, of
course, overheating of equipment which have
relatively large thermal capnacitances.
Apparently, the quantification should be a
worst case prediction accounting for a
rinimum number of significant variables.

Overheating is properly a function of
the current passing through a device. For
convenience, however, some distribution
equipment is rated according to the load
carrie(l. Along the same lines, the
quantification in this paper is of load powver
rather than load currents. Actually only the
ESIJC of load power is quantified. The total
foutrtlh phase load can be found by adding the
non-ESUC to the FSTIC.

0018-9510/82/0400-0924$00.75 © 1982 IEEE
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Pj represents the demand from electrical space heaters in other residences.

Figure 1. Residential Heating System Block Diagram

In the analysis, all dwellings are
treated as single zones, electrically heated
by forced air furnaces, baseboard or radiant
panels. It is expected that the results are
also applicable to buildings with multiple
heating zones. Heat pumps are not included
since their incidence is not high and the
most- common versions revert to resistance
heating at subfreezing temperatures.
Regarding environmental variables, only
ambient temperature is treated explicitly.
No credit is given for solar heating. If
required, the approximate effects of other
environmental variables could'be included by
adjusting the ambient temperature.

THE MODEL

The analysis in this paper is based on
the residential heating system model shown in
Figure 1. All symbols are defined in the
Appendix. The heated building itself is
represented by a second order model for which
an electrical equivalent is shown in Figure
2.a. A complete description of the model
development is found in Reference (52). A
typical set of parameter values is shown in
Table 1.

THE ANALYTICAL METHOD

The ESHC of power flow into a
distribution circuit, Pt2 serving n
electrically heated households is the sum of
every heat plant demand, Pi.

n

Pt = , Pi
1=1

Immediately after an extended outage, all of
the heaters operate continuously and the ESHC
is constant. Eventually as the heaters begin
cycling the ESHC becomes very irregular. It
would be impossible to quantify the ESHC per
se and fortunately unnecessary. Since the
heaters do not cycle synchronously, the ESHC
randomness tends to cancel when the
individual demands are summed, and for a
large enough number of residences, the ESHC
approaches its expected value, Pt.
Furthermore, the cycling is additionally
filtered in the' distribution equipment
temperature response to the CLPU
overcurrents. Therefore a very smooth
approximation of Pt is derived in what
follows. For simplicity, the training
subscript i, which indicates a particular
residence, is omitted in the Figures.

From -the residential heating
model in Figure 1,

Pi = Di Mi

system

(2)

where Di is the total connected load of a
space heating unit and Mi is the energization
signal to the heater. Di is a constant and
Mi is a stochastic process. Combining (1)
and (2) yields

n

Pt = Z Di -ni
i=l

(3)

where ni is the expected value of Mi and is
(1) interpreted as the fractional energization
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Figure 2. Heated Building Equivalent Models

TABLE I

BASE CASE VALUES FOR RESIDENTIAL

HEATING SYSTEM MODEL PARAMETERS

Space Heating Control System
Tr=18.330C
SD=.4400C
KC=1.800C

Heat Plant
D=18.9 kW
KV=18..2 kW
KP=.94

Heated Building
Go=.318 kW/OC
GS=4.70 kW/OC

Non- Fundamental
Ta=-0658 h
Ts=.613 h

Tb=.142 h
Fs=. 260
Fa=. 740

Tp=.0167 h
Tdp=.0467 h
Tdz=.0225 h

Ca=.330 kWh/OC
Cas=3.21 kWh/OC

CS=2.88 kWh/OC
Ka=.1990C/kW

time of a space heating unit or the numerical
value of its duty cycle.

The behavior of an ni during a power
outage and restoration event is illustrated
in Figure 3. Under normal conditions a
residential space heater operates with a
constant duty cycle, and the living space air
temperature -oscillates within a controlled
range. During an outage the heater is off,
n- is identically zero and all temperatures
decay toward the outside ambient. When power
is restored, the space heater runs
continuously and nj is identically unity
until the air temperature returns to the
controlled range. At that time the heater
ernters a transient cycling period that lasts
until the lagging structure temperatures,
with their large thermal capacitances, reach
normal levels also. The practical significance of
Figure 3 is to determine the power flowing through a
transformer. It is an intermediate step for calculat-
ing the aggregate response of many houses.

In Reference (52), it is shown that the
thermal response of a heated residence can be
modeled by Figure 2.b during the outage and
continuously energized intervals and by
Figure 2.c during the transient cycling
interval. Analytical expressions are derived
for the.continuously energized duration, tfi,
and the exponential decay constant, Is
Then for simplicity, ni is aproximated by the
rectangular pulse shown in Figure 3. An
equivalent CLPU duration for a single
residence, teqi, is defined such that the
areas A1 and A2 are equal. The result is

t rl ln
1-rn1sSiexp (- to/rli)

1------r (4)

where

01 51Irli (Cai Csi? (G
+

Gs
Goi(Tri-TO)

Tssi = K K
Pi di

(5)

(6)

Note that to is the length of the outage, To
is the outside ambient temperature and the
rest of the symbols are parameters from the
residential heating system model.

According to (3), the ni are multiplied
by their respective Di and simmed to get a
staircase pattern which is illustrated in
Figure 4. Each rectangle is teqi long by wi
high where

wl (7)

Since wi is essentially the amount of heating
system excess capacity for the specified
outside ambient, the shortest teqi tend to be
associated with the largest wi. In other
words, the staircase drops off the fastest at
the start which s.uggests the exponential
approximation which is also shown in Figure
4.

Four parameters are necessary to specify
the exponential approximation: Dt, the
initial value; Ptss, the final value; tr, the

926
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equivalent continuous operation duration; and
Tr, the exponential decay constant. Dt is
the total connected electrical space heating
load and Ptss is the preoutage average
electrical space heating load. It is assumed
that the utility has experience in
determining these values which specify the
magnitude of the ESHC transient. The other
two parameters, tr and Tr, specify the
duration of the transient.

To determine tr and Tr, the set of teqi
is assumed to be a discrete random variable,
0, with a weighting of wi.

0(i) = teqi, i=1,2,...,n (8)

Then the exponential curve is assumed to be a
continuous distribution of the teqi.
Equating the means and variances of the
discrete and continuous distributions gives

t =0e
r

2 2 202r= Y = (0 2) - (aU)2

nse

Finally it remains to relate tr and Tr
through (9) and (10) to a statistical profile
of the residences connected to the
distribution circuit. Let Trd be the design
-temperature difference for a given locality
as recommended by ASHRAE (27) for heat loss
calculations. Then define three random
variables that describe the residences.

X (i) = Tli

KpiKdi
p() = G Td

01 rd

Tri-T
i (i) = Trd

(13)

(14)

(15)

i = 1, 2, .... , n

By substituting (13) through (15) in (4), the
(9) random variable e can be expressed as -a

function of the three residential random
variables.

(10)

where the weighted mean, X, of any dis
random variable, X, is defined as follow

x (i) = Xi, i=1,2,...,n
n

. (wixi)

i_'1w=.tW.
1=

1

0 = F(X,p,~) = Xln l-/Pexp(-to/X) (16)
crete

Since tr and Tr2 are the mean and variance of
a function of the three residential random

(11) variables, they can be expressed in terms of
the means and variances of the three
residential random variables by expanding
(16) in a second order Taylor Series about

(12) the residential random variable means and
determining the mean and variance of the
truncated series. In the following formulae,
partial derivatives are represented by

Authorized licensed use limited to: Missouri University of Science and Technology. Downloaded on July 14,2023 at 19:39:35 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Figure 4. Pt Derivation

(17) Substituting (17), (18), (21), and (22)
(19) and (20) results in

and central moments by

pjkl = (x-x)i (p p) (g-)l] (18)

Then

e F(X-p,6) + 1/2(P2OOF 020FpP
(19)

+"022Fig+2pjl0FXP+2pO,,Fpi+2plolFxt)

o2 Fx2v200+FP 2020+FX2 p002
(20)

+2FxFppll o+2FpF01011+2FxFEil0l
where all the partial derivatives
evaluated at the residential variable m

As defined, X, p and g are logi
uncorrelated; therefore, assume

'll10 ',o0 l =01 0

Additionally, the range of therm

settings is relatively narrow so fu

assume

" 002 °0

are
leans.
cally

(23)

2 2 2 2
Tr =a0 ~Fx ~2oo+Fp "020 (24)

VERIFICATION

The results of the analytical method
were compared to those from a computer
simulation for a seven-house sample located
in Rolla, Missouri (52). Figure 5 shows the
comparison. In the simulation, Pt was

smoothed by a low-pass filtering.

DISCUSSION

The analytical method presented here has
several useful features that are worth
emphasizing:

1. Given the proper data base, the
calculation is relatively simple.

(21) Determination of the residential random
variable statistics and numerical evaluation
of the partial derivatives to use in (23) and

ostat (24) can be done without a large computer.
rther

2. Because the parameters tr and Tr are

defined in terms of the statistics of the
residential random variables, it is only

(22) necessary to collect data from a

representative sample of the residences.
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3. If an estimation of tr is
sufficient, the variances of the residential
random variables are unnecessary. For
example, the first term in (23) accounts for
about 90% of tr.

4. For most applications, sufficient
accuracy is obtained if judicious estimates
of the residential random variable statistics
are used rather than making a direct
calculation. Toward this end, the variables
have been defined to have a definite physical
significance. Note, however, that the means
and variances of these variables are
weighted. Fortunately the weighting function
is only slightly correlated with two of the
variables, E and A, so the weighting can be
neglected in their cases.

i is called the outage severity ratio.
It is simply the ratio of actual temperature
differential between the thermostat setting
and the outside ambient to the ASHRAE
recommended differential for heat loss
calculations. Since thermostat settings fall

.into a narrow range and the outside ambient
is specified, the mean of C can be estimated
easily.

X is the residential, first order, heat transfer

long time constant. The dependence on residential

size tends to cancel in A (52). In other words X for

the same type of construction is approximately
independent of size; and X is a function of the type
of construction for the purpose of estimating A's mean

and variance. X is easily determined experimentally
by observing the thermal decay of a residence over a

several hour period. Note also that, of the three
residential random variables, A has the least
influence on tr and Tr

p is the heating system oversize ratio
and is found by dividing the maximum heat
input to the living space when the heater is
running continuously by the heat loss at the
ASHRAE recommended temperature differential.
In general, the weighted mean of p will be
about 10 to 15% higher than a simple average.

To summarize, the resident'ial random
variables are defined as described to
facilitate the estimation of their means and
variances. The best method of establishing
the proper data base needed for a direct
calculation of the statistics will vary with
each user. In general, the data from an
energy audit form combined with the
calculation methods found in Reference (52)
could be used. It is estimated that the
parameter values could be determined
experimentally with an initial investment of
$1000 for recorders and about 3 to 4 hours of
effort per residence (48).

To evaluate the results, a sensitivity
analysis was made in which the effect,on a

single residence's te i due to each model
parameter by itself was determined by
simulation. The percent change in teqi
divided by the percent change in each
parameter is tabulated in Table 'II. Two
conclusions are drawn:

1. The parameters of the residential
heating system model that strongly affect
teqi are represented in a proven manner. All
of the significant parameters can be related
to the heated building model shown in Figure
2.a. Sonderegger (39) has demonstrated that
this model will follow freely floating living
space temperatures. Furthermore, it is
essentially the same model which McDonald (4)
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TABLE II

teq SENSITIVITY TO OTHER PARAMETERS

Parameter

Tr

SD

Tb
Fa

D

Kp
Kdtt

Tp

Tdp

Tdz

Go0
Gs

Ca
Cas

to

To

At

AParameter

1.08

t

-0.06
t

t

-1.25
-1.25

-2.29
t

1.16
t

0.05

0.45
0.41

-0.57

Estimated
% para- Approximate

meter Un- % t Un-
certainity cer inity

5 5

50

10
10

5

20

100

25
0

0

3

13
13

11

23

11

0

0

Base Case Parameters T =-100C to=10 h

t Less than .02

tt Decreased since upper range is limited

fitted to the residential thermal response to
staged outages.

2. The methods used to derive the
parameter values for the simulation
verification did not introduce significant
errors. Also tabulated in Table II are the
estimated uncertainties in the parameter
values which, when multiplied by the
respective sensitivity of teqi to the
parameters, yields a rough estimate of the
uncertainty in teqi attributable to each
parameter value.

CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies have quantified the
ESHC of CLPU demand as a function of outside
temperature and outage duration only. A
method is presented in this paper that
accounts for prevailing construction features
as well, still without the need for large
data bases or extensive computer effort. The
method is generally accurate for outages
longer than one-half hour (52).

Several possibilities for future work
are suggested:

1. Multiple heating zones and changing
ambient temperatures were not included in
this analysis. They could be investigated
using a more sophisticated residential
heating system model. It is expected that
the results will be applicable.

2. Because of the social impact of a
severe cold weather outage on a large
distribution circuit, it was not feasible to
stage an actual field test. An interested
utility could record CLPU power flow and
outage conditions when an inadvertant outage
does occur for future comparison.

3. A study of the residential variable
statistics would be useful as a basis for
estimating means and variances, Tables for
tr and Tr could be generated for various
construction features and outage conditions.

APPENDIX: NOTATION

NOTE: Symbols applying to a particular
residence are subscripted with an i in the
text.

OPERATORS:

Y expected value of any stochastic
process Y; removes raAdomness caused by

= space heater cycling
x weighted mean of any discrete random

variable X
ZX DZ/aX for any differentiable Z(X)
SYMBOLS:
B low-nass f1lter
Ca responsive therral rnss associateO with

an livinc snace aji.r tenceratur;- 'i/OC
Cas (ra+rs); eou val;51l-enlt thlernTal rT.ss of a

u I.]rliAi7; 11zUh/OC
C, at,qu i.jra ;

1-, F, ! fLCs equsival.(ent therra rss of a jb.iljlinT's
struicture; V?h/OC

) c0lonnecte(l loId no na sp(ace hIe.at ng

total conriecte(d loadn( .aI 1 the sance
hea,tir'p plants; 1LIT%

Tr e-Irev .si ran 1 sent to a the r.nos tat
reany; O('

F 0-v(X,P,i)
P C:rncti o- o0 a-ir termcrcture seen W1 aa

therriostat Sensor
P5 fractinT or wl telnerantire secO Ir a

themerros tat sonso-r
Tur.11Inted1.th0tiler-al con,Ic711tan1(Oc betwl-een a
liRrinlo s,naco anJdi t1ie eterior arbi-ent;
-T,TfJoC

Cs lirrne(l ther rinT con!iuictan,ce betwen a
7~'~in~ snncc far its build striucture

i resident, al irde:;
+a(G sGF! ;OO//1,

1c ga!n o0 a therrestalt antici.nator; OCTrd ain n
a hetat listrlhutaoPr s "s ter'r

1p n of n sna ce lheazting l?nit irith
resn)ct to its hlneat o itn .It L

Tlicf nrower ?ina; off-on
irnilt cnRtrol .Signal.C to n beat4 nlant;
r-r-on

n thnIfir0llriber Of resi(dences wiVit
elnctri cr4l snace hleaters

MT nnTle¢llainea,?r reol-v inl thternostEtt
I' ins.<tan+<ta.neous} ellectrical newer (deranI

aso Co lbeater; LW
P5 i>.a;ta taneoCIs clectrical nower cerandl

ox aM3Xt1e snace bl<eaters; VTl
--tss ave(?rRage ara¾( n0n thtle n'-eeut. ge

electr i cr Tpo-ter der:andoT all th11e
s 1i 'i c c, n n c2e 5;

rd total heoat iniectred in'Ito na ivring
staco; bV1'
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s Laplace transform vzariable; h -1
oultput signal of n therrostat; off-on

tc ddurat ion of a residlence's transient
cyrcling interval; b.

t eq eouiva lent cont inv)ous oneratoion (LTP!T
ui,nti o. For a sinale res.-de-eo; t

tf ira ionT a-W n re,s idJence ' s actui al

continuious op)eration intervlrA; h

to (luration of the outage; h
tr equirvalent continuous operation (CLPIJ

duration for all the resi(lences; hi
Ta temnerature of a living space air

thermal mass; °C
T e effective temneratuire seen by a

thermostat sensor; °C
Tm ternerrature reasulre(l Iy a thermostat;

T0 exterior anbient termperatuire; OC
Ts teriperature of a builcding structuire

equivalent thernal mass; OC
Tr .a thernostat reference temperature

setting; OC(
Trd recomrended ASJIRAJ2 des ign terperatuire

(lifferential -or heat loss
c,alculations; OC

w weighting rinction uised in calcuilating
the expected valies of the resid1ential
randon variables; kVl

n expected value of MT; fractional
energization tirie of a snace heater

uSs preoiutage value of n
discrete randorm variable whose outcomes
is the set of teqi; U]

X (liscrete random variable whose outcones
are the resi dential long time
constants; h

z weighted rmoments of the residlential
randlom rvariables
dliscrete randon variable wlhose ouitcomes
are -the residential outaage severity
r0itios

p (iscrete random variable whose outcones
are the residential space heating
oversi-ze ratios

a 2 variance of any dciscrete ran(lom
variab)le X

Ta Ca/ (r o+( s);
Tb tire constant of a thermostat heat

sensor; h
Tdp time constanit of a heat (listribution

systen lag; h
TdZ time constant of a lheat distribution

.systen lead; h
T1 long tirme constant of a heated

building; h
Tp time constant or a space heating uinit;

Tr expoinential decay constant of the
average electrical sn.ace heatina load
duiring a CLPIJ; hi

Ts exponential decav constant of a
residlence's d1.urina the transient
cycling time; h1

x any discrete randlon variable
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Discussion

J. B. Bunch, J. T. Tengdin, and S. S. Zelingher (General Electric Co.,
King of Prussia, PA): The authors are to be commended for their
method for quantifying this component of cold load pick-up. The paper
provides an interesting approach, and further efforts in this area are en-
couraged.

Modeling, either mathematical or simulation, is a first step in better
understanding a problem that is being faced by the industry. This paper
is an important contribution in that direction.
The authors' comments on the following points would be helpful.

* Many utilities are considering selective load shedding/restoration
as a load management tool. The expectation is that the end result
of this concept would be the reduction of peak demand per feeder,
transformer and substation, by employing sequential interruptions
and energizations of loads. It is generally believed that a better
understanding of the cold load pick-up concept would be very
useful in achieving this goal.

* Similarly, expansion of the cold load pick-up concept to situations
that involve return-to-normal of feeders following forced outages
(due to maintenance, repair, etc.) and space cooling component
may also be required.

* Based on the above, there seems to be a need to develop a unified
cold load pick-up strategy. The mathematical modeling of the elec-
trical space heating component could provide an investigative tool
toward developing this strategy.

We would also like to hear the authors' opinions about the impact
their present and possibly future work would have upon the cold load
pick-up strategy in view of the points mentioned above. Along these
lines, we feel that, for a successful resolution of the problem, there may
be a'need to revisit some of this paper's concepts, such as:

Model dependence with temperature
Data collection at the feeder level rather than at the end-user
Relatively short interruption time intervals which would result in
expected values, -q, smaller than unity immediately following cold
load pick-up.

Manuscript, received August 21, 1981.

W. Lang, M. Anderson, and D. Fannin: The authors would like to
thank Messrs Bunch, Tengdin and Zelingher for an interesting and
enlightening discussion. In general, we agree with your comments and
appreciate your observations. The following comments are in response
to your request.

* A better understanding of the cold load pick-up concept would be
useful. Selective load shedding could help shave a generating peak;
however, the return transient effect may be alright for generation
but damaging to the distribution system hardware.

* We agree that expansion of the cold load pick-up concepts to
situations involving return-to-normal of feeders, etc. is importnat.

* A unified cold load pick-up strategy is important. The method
developed can handle electric heating, water heating, and cooling
with some modifications. These would be calculated separately
and added algebraically as appropriate. The method cannot handle
the magnetization transient; i.e., the first 15 seconds.
*Outside temperature is modelled explicitly. The inherent uncer-
tainly of unmodelled parameters such as human behavior would
mask out any accuracy grained by making the model parameters
dependent on temperature.

* Data collection at the feeder level would require a staged outage,
because normal weather changes are too slow to observe the
dynamic response of the home heating system to those changes.

* For a short outage, i7would be small. The present method cannot
handle short interruption time intervals now, but it is an in-
teresting suggestion which should be investigated.

Manuscript received October 1, 1981.
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